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Shepherd's Fortune (Harry Rudnick & Son, Inc. Farm)
Architectural Survey File
This is the architectural survey file for this MIHP record. The survey file is organized reversechronological (that is, with the latest material on top). It contains all MIHP inventory forms, National
Register nomination forms, determinations of eligibility (DOE) forms, and accompanying documentation
such as photographs and maps.
Users should be aware that additional undigitized material about this property may be found in on-site
architectural reports, copies of HABS/HAER or other documentation, drawings, and the “vertical files” at
the MHT Library in Crownsville. The vertical files may include newspaper clippings, field notes, draft
versions of forms and architectural reports, photographs, maps, and drawings. Researchers who need a
thorough understanding of this property should plan to visit the MHT Library as part of their research
project; look at the MHT web site (mht.maryland.gov) for details about how to make an appointment.
All material is property of the Maryland Historical Trust.
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Shepherd's Fortune
Kings Town vicinity
private

-1sth century

Shepherd's Fortune is believed to be one 0£ the
earliest frame houses in Queen Anne's County. It
is believed to date to the fi~st half of the 18th
century, with an addition dating to circa 1800.
This addition is unusual in that it is constructed
with a brick gable €nd, a feature rarely found in
Queen Anne's County. The interior of the original
section has und~rgone extensive remddeling. A magnificent bolection mold mantel has survived in the
southwest room, however, and the Federal woodwork
of the addition remains virtually ·untouched.
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Shepherd's Fortune is located on the southwest
side of Maryland Route 213 approximately two miles
southeast of the Chester River Bridge at Chestertown.

The house is sited on a knoll surrounded by

open agricultural land.
This frame story-and-a-half dwelling with
steeply pitched roof was constructed in two stages.
The earliest section probably dates to the first
half of the 18th century, while the later addition,
to the northwest, appears to have been constructed
in the last decade of the 18th century or the early
part of the 19th century.

A frame wing on the

rear facade was demolished some years ago and is
of unknown date or significance.

Remodeling

undertaken earlier in this century has covered up
or obliterated some of the early detail and has made
analysis somewhat difficult.
The front facade faces northeast toward Route
213.

The left or southeast part of the house is

the earliest, resting on a continuous brick foundation.

A door with sidelights is located in the right

bay of this portion, with a large multi-pane modern
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window to the left.

A seam in the foundation to the

right of the door marks the northeast end of the
original house.

The later addition is also frame on a

brick foundation, with a
west wall.

bri~k

gable end on the north-

There are two 2/2 windows on the front

facade of the addition and three 6/6 shed roof dormers
ranged across the full length of the roof.

German siding

extends the full length of the facade with no seam
between the two sections.

The roof is asphault shingle

above a box cornice with modern crown mold.
A flush brick chimney is centered on the southeast
gable, with one 6/6 window to the right of the chimney
on the first floor and a modern paired 4/4 window to
the left.

Small four-light windows flank the chimney

in the upper gable.

The siding is German, the rake-

boards are tapered and beaded with a rabbeted face,
similar to a fragment reused in the roof of the Schrader
farm next door (QA-21).
The southwest or rear facade has asymmetrical
fenestration, partially due to disturbances
the removal of the rear wing.

ca~sed

by

There i5 a single 6/6

window near the center of the facade, two 2/2 windows
to the left, and a door at the extreme south end.

A
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modern kitchen window has been inserted to the right
of.the 6/6 window.

There are two 6/6 shed roof dormers

on the second floor; the south dormer was not installed
until the winq was removed.

}!'he siding,· cornice, and

roof match the front facade. ·
The northwest gable is 6rick, laid in Flem{sh
bond above a foundatfon that alternates English and
three-course bond, in contrast to the rest of the
foundation, which is two-course bond under both sections
of the house.

The only opening in this wall is. a bulk-

head cellar entrance at the southwest corner.

The

rakeboards are tapered but not beaded.
The interior of the original house has been opened
up into a single room on the first floor and has been
almos~

totally renovated.

The walls are now covered

with knotty pine paneling, and a modern kitchen lines
the southwest wall, opposite the ~icture window.

The

only early detail readily visible is a superb bolection
mold mantel with complex molded shelf framing the original
arched fireplace.

A small removable panel in the alcove

to the left of the fireplace allows examination of a
sho~t

section of the wall behind the paneling.

A small

section of late 18th century fielded paneling is visible
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behind this panel, suggesting the presence of an unknown
amount of similar paneling concealed behind the knotty
pine.

A modern stair rises against the northwest wall

of this room.

There is no evidence
of early wall
,.

partitions.
The late 18th century addition to the northwest
consists of a single room on each floor.

A small

closet in the south corner of the first floor room is
the only significant alteration.
c~ntered

The fireplace is

on the northwest gable wall,· flanked by a

cupboard on each side.

The cupboard to the left is

fitted with two four-panel doors mounted on wrought
H-L hinges, while the cupboard to the left is left open.
The mantel is a crossetted surround with a broken field
fascia and ·a molded ogee backband.

There are bands of

drilled work across the frieze and a two piece chairrail
with a drilled and carved frieze that encircles the
room.

An interior cornice has also survived with a

drilled dentil course below a complex crown mold.

The

window architraves have a broken field beaded fascia
and a complex backhand.
On the second floor, there are two sleeping chambers,
one on either side of the stair hall.

The north side .
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of the hall has been partitioned to form a modern
bathroom.

The two early partitions are constructed of

beaded vertical boards.

The door to the northwest

room is a beaded batten door ,•with
evidence of H-L hinges.
leads to the southwest

bevel~d

battens and

A similar unbeaded batten door
room~

Beaded baseboard and

simple but early door architraves have survived.
The flooring is new and there is no access to the
knee walls or attic, making further analysis difficult.
The roof pitch is approximately 49 degrees.
There is a full cellar under the entire house.
Interior brick partitions divide the cellar into a
"center hall" plan.

The brick partition in the original

part of the cellar identifies the location of the original
first floor partition, and suggests a hall parlor
plan with an unusually, small parlor.

Framing evidence

above the cellar partition reinforces this conclusion.
Framing evidence also suggests a possible interior
cellar stair in the southwest corner, to the right of
the massive, arched chimney base.

The first floor

joists are hewn and laid parallel to the gables.

The

joists and battened floorboards above are whitewashed.
When the northwest addition was built, a square
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foundation was laid abutting the earlier building, thus
doubling the thickness of the wall between the two
cellars.

A door was cut through this wall, allowing

access to the original

cella~·by

way of ·the bulkhead

entrance in the later house. , The most curious feature
of this part of the house is the chimney base, wnich
is contained within the gable foundation wall, which
is 36 inches thick up to first floor level.

Two brick

piers constructed against the gable wall but not keyed
in support the hearth.
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Shepherd's Fortune is probably one of the
earliest frame houses in Queen Anne's County.

It

is believed to date to the first half of the 18th
century, with an addition dating to circa 1800.
This addition is unusual in that it is constructed
with a brick gable end, a feature rarely found in
Queen Anne's County.

The interior of the original

section has undergone extensive remodeling.

A

magnificent bolection mold mantel has survived
in the southwest room, however, and the Federal
woodwork of the addition remains virtually
untouched.
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